THE PETER V. TYTELL AWARD

SCOPE

This Society Recognized Committee Award is established by Committee E30 on Forensic Sciences in honor of Peter V. Tytell. Peter joined ASTM in 1978 and was one of its most dedicated members for over 42 years.

This award is given in recognition of continuous and outstanding contributions of an individual for the work of Committee E30 through its various subcommittees, sections, and task groups in forensic science. The recognized individual will have demonstrated exceptional and unwavering dedication to the improvement of forensic science through activities such as publications, presentations, workshops, promotion and use of ASTM E30 standards, or similar activities that have greatly advanced forensic science.

LIMITATION

There is no requirement that the award be given annually, but there shall be no more than one such award during any calendar year.

ELIGIBILITY

Nominees for this award shall meet the following requirements:

- Ten years of cumulative (not necessarily continuous) membership in Committee E30. The recipient need not currently be an active member,

- The recipient shall have furthered the goals of Committee E30 by repeatedly demonstrating an exceptional ability to encourage the development and improve the quality of standards in the field of forensic science.

- The recipient shall have demonstrated commitment to the development of consensus standards (particularly terminology development) through vigorous oral debate and substantive comments and edits on documents. The individual should also have established themselves as a source of knowledge of ASTM policies and regulations.

- The recipient shall have contributed to the development of the committee through the recruitment, education and mentoring of new members and for promoting and encouraging active participation in the standards development process.

- The recipient shall have demonstrated a unique level of concern for the longevity of the Committee, clearly above and beyond that which is expected of every member.

FORM AND PRESENTATION
• The award shall be a plaque which names the recipient of the award and contains an appropriate citation illustrating the recipient's service.

• The citation shall not exceed 50 words or the equivalent of 3 lines.

• Presentation of the award shall be scheduled when deemed appropriate by the E30.90 Executive Subcommittee with the advice of E30.94 Awards Subcommittee.